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MEMBERSHIP MEETING
Wednesday – March 7, 2012
Humperdinks, 700 Six Flags Rd, Arlington, TX
6:30pm Social
7:15pm Meeting
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Pg 2
Pg 3
Pg 4
Pg 6
Pg 8
Pg 9
Pg 12
Pg 15
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President’s Report
Upcoming Events and Outings at a Glance
Birthdays and Anniversaries, Rebel Wear
Mar 24-25 Blue Lagoon Outing Information
Apr 13-15 Tyler State Park Outing Information
May 20th Crawfish Boil Information
January San Marcos River Trip Report
February Arctic Dive and Wine & Cheese Trip Report
March Restaurant of the Month - March
February Restaurant of the Month Report
Club Sponsors

March Meeting Program
Divers Alert Network (D.A.N.) Webinar on “Defining
Diving Safety”

We are on the web in multiple locations:
Click on an image to go to the site!

Don’t forget to join us on Saturday March 24-25 for the
Susan Banda Memorial at Blue Lagoon! Please see this
Newsletter for more details
Letters and Notes for the Memorial are due at the March 7
Meeting
Upcoming Events Calendar
Mar
7
Monthly Membership Meeting
Mar
9
Restaurant of the Month – Up ‘n Smoke in Keller
Mar 24-25
Blue Lagoon
Apr
4
Monthly Membership Meeting
Apr 14-15
Tyler State Park
Apr
TBD Whirlyball
May
20
Crawfish Boil
June 7-23
Fiji
More Events Forthcoming, so Join us at the Member Meetings and
Keep Watching the Web Site Calendar!
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President’s Report
Hi Everyone,
At the February Board Meeting, the board had a lively discussion on a focused direction for the Club in 2012. Of
course, we all agreed the most important points of focus for the Club are to have fun and get underwater as much as
possible, and of course gain new members and make friends along the way and do it all with safety in mind.
As the discussion continued, it became evident that fun, diving and safety go hand in hand and one thing the Club
can do for the members is to urge it’s members to continue with advanced diving education. Education makes us
safer divers which overall helps improve safety for those with which we dive.
An iceberg can be used as an example with almost any job or sport in which we participate. When we first start a
job or any activity, we learn the basics as we learn the basics in an open water class. In the iceberg example, the
basics are like the part of the iceberg you see above the water. Our eyes are deceived when in reality only a small
fraction of the iceberg is visible above the waterline.
All jobs and sports, and yes even scuba, are like the iceberg. There is a lot more to learn than what meets the eye!
An email has been sent to the current Club Members asking for input as to what educational opportunities they
would like to see made available to the membership during 2012. If you haven’t completed the survey, I urge you
to do so as soon as possible. If you are a member and deleted the email or just can’t find it, send me an email and
I’ll resend the link. Complete the survey and let us know in which educational opportunities you are or are not
interested. Let’s become better and safer divers!
Our speakers at our monthly meetings are always educational and that continues to hold true for our March 7th
Membership Meeting when we will host a Divers Alert Network (D.A.N.) Webinar on the subject of “Defining
Dive Safety”. We will begin our meeting at the normal start time of 7:15pm with the webinar beginning at
7:30pm. There will be time to ask questions of the D.A.N. host after the presentation.
Other topics under consideration for 2012 include “Travel Do’s and Don’ts”, "Marine Life Injuries", "Steps to
Recognizing DCI" and more. Visitors and guest are always welcome to attend our Monthly Membership Meetings and hear
our speakers. Depending on the survey outcome, the other educational opportunities may be limited to current dues paid
members.
Which reminds me…….

As of my sending this letter to Sandra, we have had 76 members renew for 2012 which is a record number of
renewals. If you haven’t renewed your membership, you have until the beginning of the March Membership
Meeting to renew without having to repay the initiation fee.
Remember to “Continue your dive experience; Join the Diving Rebels Scuba Club”!
Danny
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Please Joi n us a t Tyle r Sta te Park
Apr il 13-15
For a Weekend of Diving, Rebel Fellowship, and an
Awesome Underwater Easter Egg Hunt
More Details in this Newsletter

Birthdays
Mar. 4 Heather Thompson
Mar. 5 Barbara Taylor
Mar. 8 Wren Tidwell
Mar. 9 Troy Tidwell
Mar. 15 Greg Gray
Mar. 18 Ray Howerton

Anniversaries
None Known

Whirlyball Anyone?
Save the date for April 21st or April 28th!
Final date will be determined at the March Meeting
nd

2 Annual CRAWFISH BOIL
Mark your Calendars
for May 20!

Did we miss your special date? If so, it’s not in our
database. Contact Mark Estill to update your info!

A Rebel Welcome to New Members and
Visitors reading out newsletter and
joining us at our outings and meetings!
Make sure to say “Hi” and give a Rebel
Welcome to our new members and visitors!

Show your Rebel Pride!
And save on those Non-Rebel Wear
Fines!
See Danny Barentine for Rebel
Wear

See more details later in this newsletter
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Diving Rebels Scuba Club
Saturday, March 24th
Dive Outing &
Memorial Placement for Susan Maree Banda
Blue Lagoon – Huntsville, Texas
Our Diving Rebel March outing will be in honor of our late member Susan Banda, who passed away on September 24, 2011. Susan
was an active member of the club whose first dive outing with the Diving Rebels was at Blue Lagoon in October of 2010. Ironically
her last dive with the club before her passing was at Blue Lagoon in August of 2011, where she and dive partner Sandra Playle won
the Navigation Competition.
The club has created a memorial tank with a plaque that will be placed underwater for everyone to see who will dive Blue Lagoon.
Notes to Susan will be collected at both the February and March meeting to be sealed into the tank permanently. We will have blank
sheets that you can use or you are encouraged to bring your own to the meeting to be placed in the tank. If you are not sure you will
make either meeting you are welcome to email your note for Susan to Kelly Barentine at kelldan2667@hotmail.com and it will be
printed it off, sealed it up and placed it in the memorial tank.
The Blue Lagoon is hidden away in the piney woods north of Huntsville, Texas off I-45. For over twenty years the lagoon has served
the divers of Texas with aqua blue bodies of water, training platforms, sunken boats and miscellaneous items. There is primitive
camping and an onsite air station and concessions which include hot sandwiches, sodas, water, various sport drinks and an assortment
of candy bars and chips.
The entrance fee for divers and non-divers is $16.00 per day. Non Divers must be accompanied by a C-card holder. There is no
charge for children under 10 and non-diving parents accompanying minors during diving lessons.
The Blue Lagoon opens at 8am on Saturday, March 24th. Come any time after that and spend the day or the weekend, campout under
the stars in the piney woods (club has 2 sites reserved), or grab a hotel room (listed below) in nearby Huntsville. The dive to place
the Memorial Tank will be approximately 2:30pm.
•

If you wish to camp, your entry fee allows you to camp overnight but there is a two day minimum fee so if you come in
Saturday and leave Sunday the fee is $32.00.

•

Air fills are $8.00, rental tanks are $12.00. If you need other gear: Regs $20.00, BCD $20.00, Wetsuits $20.00, Weights
$10.00

•

The Blue Lagoon does not allow pets.

•

There are Port-a-Potties scattered throughout the property.

•

This outing will be a meal share for Saturday lunch and Saturday dinner. If you would like to be a meal coordinator for
either of those meals please contact Kelly Barentine at kelldan2667@hotmail.com or call her cell at 817-676-4936. You are
responsible for your own drinks. Outing Coordinator is Kelly Barentine.

We need to know if you’re coming! Sign Up sheets will be available at the February 1st and March 7th meeting to assure we have
plenty of food for Saturday lunch & dinner.
If responding via email (kelldan2667@hotmail.com) please include: When you will be arriving, how many people in your group, if
you are camping, staying in Huntsville or just making a day trip, and in which meals you will be participating.
Directions:
Take I45 south from Dallas/Ft Worth toward Houston. Take Exit 123 approximately 7 miles north of Huntsville and turn left (east) at
Farm to Market Rd 1696/Pinedale Rd
Continue to follow Pinedale Rd for approximately 2.9 miles. The Blue Lagoon entrance will be on the left.
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AVAILABLE HOTELS
BEST WESTERN -201 W Hill Park Circle Huntsville, TX 77320 Phone: (936) 295-9000
HOLIDAY INN EXP-148 I-45 S Huntsville, TX 77340 Phone: (936) 295-4300
COMFORT SUITES-631 I-45 S Huntsville, TX 77340 Phone: (936) 436-9600
SUPER 8-3121 Montgomery Road Huntsville, TX 77340 Phone: (936) 730-8888
ECONO LODGE-112 I-45 N Huntsville, TX 77340 Phone: (936) 295-6401
DAYS INN-160 I-45 S Huntsville, TX 77340 Phone: (936) 438-8400
LA QUINTA INN-124 I-45 N Huntsville, TX 77340 Phone: (936) 295-6454

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

If you would care to write a note to be placed in the
Memorial for Susan Banda, please bring it to the March 7
meeting. The tank will be sealed following this meeting.
!
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APRIL 2012 OUTING
Friday, April 13th thru Sunday, April 15th
Annual Dive and Underwater Easter Egg Hunt
Tyler State Park, Tyler, TX

Fellow and future divers, no greater fun can be had than at the annual April outing at Tyler State Park, April 1315. If you have not had the chance to get your gear wet lately, then your chance to dip your fin in the water will
take place at the Tyler S.P. outing located at 789 Park Road 16, Tyler, TX 75706-3630 PH (903) 597-5338.
What diving conditions can you expect?
Moderate temperatures about of about 70-72 degrees (based on past diving averages) with visibility of about 20’
or more above 12’ (again, based on past dives). The depth of the lake is about 20-23 feet so one tank will last
some people all weekend, but you may want to bring two filled tanks. Please be aware that there is not any
place local to fill a tank so make sure you bring them already filled and plenty of tanks to last all the dives you
want to make. Scott and Sandra Playle will be organizing an Underwater Easter Egg Hunt – watch for more
specifics in the April newsletter!
What can I expect to see?
You will see a variety of fish but mainly bass who are spawning. You will see turtles and other aquatic life.
Above water will be a variety of fowl, raccoons and squirrels. You may even get lucky and see a deer or two
depending on if you venture on the trails around the lake.
What weather conditions can you expect?
Folks, this is Texas so your guess is as good as mine! Keep an eye on the weather man and remember, when
diving you are already wet so what does it matter? If you are tent camping, remember it can get chilly in the
overnights. Think about bringing some of those little heat packs – you can get larger sizes that will really heat
up your sleeping bag and keep your toes toasty warm!
What will we do when we are not diving?
We will hang out, talk about past and future adventures, and eat good food. We’ll have a Washers setup for
people to enjoy. Form your 2-person team and get ready to show off your skills! If you have a game that you
think others would enjoy and it is not too complicated, then by all means bring it along and it could become an
outing HIT. In addition to all this fun, Tyler State Park does offer the option to rent paddle boats, canoes and
small (oar driven) fishing boats. Who can imagine a trip to the state park without trying their hand at fishing?
*Remember that you do not have to have a fishing license to fish while in the state park.
When can I show up, how long can I stay and where will everyone be?
You can show up any time after 2:00pm on Friday, April 13th and check out will be 2:00 pm Sunday, April 15th.
We will have some rebels at the park early on Friday to claim our sites in Lakeview, but according to park rules
we cannot set up until 2:00pm unless it is not currently occupied. We will not know what sites we will have
until the day of the outing, but just ask the Park Rangers and they should be able to help you. Look for the
famous Diving Rebels banner. These sites in Lakeview have water and electricity so we should be pretty
comfortable!
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OK! All the above is great but what about the food?
Well I am glad you asked that question, I cannot believe it took you this long. It will go like this:
Friday-Fend for yourself
Saturday- Meal share for Breakfast by Tina, Lunch by Kelly and Danny, and Dinner by Scott and Sandra
Sunday- Meal Share for Breakfast by Johnny
Well I am hooked but what is the cost?
Basically the cost for the outing will be really inexpensive. In past years generally you will pay $5-$10 per
person. That includes all meals and the camp sites. You will need to pay $5 per person per day to get into the
state park; there is no way around that, but if you have a Texas State Park Pass you won’t have to pay those
fees. If you know of someone who has one, invite them along and then get in free yourself!
We look forward to seeing everyone at the outing and know you will have a good time. Remember to practice
safe diving techniques as you always should and NEVER dive without a buddy! There are many of us who are
new to the diving world and look to all the seasoned divers to keep us in check and our skills sharp. Being a
Diving Rebel should not be about breaking the rules but rebelling against complacency in your diving skills.
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2nd Annual Crawfish Boil
Hey Hey Hey! Say Chere,
dem crawfish be coming….

•
•

•

Wat a great way to pass de time and welcome in summer! De Diving Rebels will be cooking some
crawfish and shrimp on May 20, 2012 at de VFW Post 8561, 3221 Howell St, Arlington, Texas
76010.
We gonna be havin’ boiled crawfish and boiled shrimp wit all de fixins’. Wat’s dis I hear? Some
folks don’ like de bugs & shrimp? Okay, well since we want as many as youse guys & gals to come
have fun wit us, we’ll have some utter vittles too. Also some good ol’ Rum Punch while it last!!
We’ll all be de guest of de good folks at de VFW and will have use of dere CASH BAR at de post –
all your favorite beer & mixed drinks and plenty of cold pop wit de foam on top to quench de tirst.
But we can’t bring our own, non – dat be against de local jardarme’s and we don’t want to be in
trouble wit Mr. John Brown!!
De festivities start at 2:00pm on Sunday May 20, 2012 and go on till you be too tired to peel dem
crawfish & shrimp or dey be all gone! To get to de VFW exit Abrams St off of HWY 360 and go east
for ‘bout a mile – turn right on Peewee Street and go past de water tower to Howell St and turn left
– de VFW is on de left about 500 yards or about ten shakes of de ole gator tail! If you get to Great
Southwest Parkway well you done gone too far so turn right on Great Southwest Parkway and
brought yourself down to Sherman and turn right, den de VFW will be on de right. It’s easy to
find! If you got one of those GPS tings, jus’ plug in de address and listen to de pretty woman, she’ll
brought you dere jus’ fine!! Or you can visit dere website at www.vfwpost8561.org and get yourself
a map.

Tickets are only $20.00 a head and can be bought at any of de next Diving Rebels meetings before de
event, or online at secretary@divingrebels.org. For chilluns under 12—well dat’s only $5.00. All you need
to bring is your camp chairs, and maybe one of dose pop-up tings if you got one and want to! Oh, and
we’ll be havin one of dem silent auctions and probably a 50/50 in de good ole Rebels style. Come on out
and pass a good time wit your friends!!
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JANUARY 2012 OUTING
Saturday, January 28th – Sunday, January 29th
San Marcos River Trash Cleanup
San Marcos, TX

Trash King

The Rebels had a record turnout of attendees, as well as divers in the water
participating in the underwater cleanup of the San Marcos River, for the January
outing on Saturday, January 28. A total of 29 divers, out or 35 attendees,
traversed the underwater distance from the entry point at the Aquarena Springs
Drive bridge to the exit at Rio Vista Park. For some unexplainable reason, in
contrast to other Rebel outings historically, we seem to generally have quite good
weather for this outing at the end of January. This time, we experienced very
pleasant weather with bright sunshine and temperatures in the 60s.

Non-divers for this event, such as Michelle Estill and Johnny Griffin, were instrumental in assisting divers to
shuttle their vehicles down to the park. With all the divers entering the water, there was about a 20 minute
interval between the first diver in and the last. This time it wasn’t me being the last in - almost - but think
Danny and Kelly Barentine entered just after I did, bringing up the rear. During the course of the dive, I
observed a significantly less volume of underwater trash, not unexpected given the number of divers in the
water. But as usual, I was the last out, after two hours in the river. By the time I exited, I was sucking on an
empty tank. I managed to do that well on air during a dive, which was at times quite physically exerting
fighting the strong current, by using my snorkel during the shallow water portions of the journey. By the time I
exited, I was experiencing some pretty significant leg cramps, so I threw my fins on the concrete shelf along the
river there so I could climb the stairs and work out the cramps.

Rebels gathering at the entry point

Rebels preparing to dive

Rebels discussing dive strategy

As the divers emptied their bags of trash “goodies” purloined from the river to see how each diver’s collected
trash stash stacked up against others, it was obvious that five divers were vying for the prize of most trash
collected. In the opinion of the ad hoc judges who volunteered, it became apparent that it came down to the
respective hauls of Scott Playle and Steve Ogden, winner of the most trash collected all but one of the last 12 or
13 years. It was decided that the winner would be determined by the flip of a bottle cap. The outcome of the
flip was that Scott was crowned as the new trash champion – so congrats to Scott. The award for most unusual
trash collected, in this case a trash ensemble, went to Boriana Ilieva, who collected several items that
constituted a “high fashion” outfit that she has promised to wear as a Halloween costume – a lacy skirt, a tube
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top, shoes and glasses. Unfortunately, as we left the area, I forgot to retrieve my fins, so now someone else has
a pair of classic US Diver Rocket fins (good luck in using them).
As about a dozen Rebels completed the Diving for Science class at the Aquarena Center on Spring Lake last
August, the original plan was for a number of those on this outing to perform their first volunteer dive in Spring
Lake on Sunday, modeling my routine for the past 15 years. But we had learned a few weeks previously that
the initiation of and ongoing demolition of all the former structures at the Aquarena Center would delay this
first volunteer dive for several months until new facilities could be constructed. After our dive on Saturday,
Boriana and I went by the site of the former Aquarena Center to observe the status. Where many buildings had
formerly stood, the area was now occupied by mounds of dirt and demolition debris. For someone as me, who
has had a rather long association with the Center, it was rather sad to witness the absence of all these structures
and the memories they held. The nature boardwalk that extends along the southern shore of the lake remains
intact and of course Spring Lake is still there, the main attraction anyway, that will again be accessible for
volunteer divers in a few months.

Becky and Sandra showing off

Dive entry point

Rebels dining at Saltgrass

The intent was for all those attending the outing to eat dinner together at Palmer’s Restaurant, the preferred
dining locale for outing participants over the last few years. In an attempt to facilitate this, on the way back to
the hotel after the dive, I went to the restaurant to talk to the manager about seating our party of over 30. The
manager said he thought he would be able to accommodate us, but did have another party of 30 that evening as
well as a party of 15. When we arrived at the restaurant for dinner, we were told that the only seating that was
available was outside in the courtyard area. This area is a very lovely setting, but given the bit of a chill that
was present that evening, the decision was made to go elsewhere for dinner. Most folks gathered at the
Saltgrass Steakhouse restaurant next to where Spring Lake empties over the spillway to initiate the flow of the
San Marcos River. A smaller group ended up at the River Pub and Grill, also along the river, just downstream
of Rio Vista Park, a dinner spot for several previous Rebel San Marcos River cleanup outings.
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Johnny, Keith, Danny, Kelly, Victoria
and Elizabeth at dinner

Spillway outside Saltgrass as Spring
Lake forms San Marcos River

San Marcos River downstream
from the spillway

On Sunday morning, a number of us gathered at Herbert’s Taco Hut, our traditional breakfast eatery and it was
delicious as usual. As the diving in Spring Lake was not an option, our alternative plan was to caravan to the
Inner Space caverns near Georgetown and take a tour there. These plans were derailed however, when Mark
Stonebridge’s vehicle stopped for no known reason on his way to Herbert’s that morning. After breakfast, we
towed Mark’s Chevy Blazer to a nearby AutoZone to see if the vehicle testing devices available there might
shed some light on the problem. When we came up empty there, we had to then consider plans B, C and
D….We ultimately decided to see if we could obtain a car dolly from U-Haul. After making several calls we
found that a dolly was available in New Braunfels, about 20 miles south of San Marcos. Danny Barentine
drove his SUV down there, picked up the dolly, and we loaded Mark’s Blazer on the dolly pulled by Danny and
headed north with a caravan of five vehicles. We stopped for lunch in Round Rock, just north of Austin and
continued to caravan together until Waco, at which point we had decided that Danny should be able to make it
back to the Arlington area without further need of the support caravan. A great thanks to all those that
participated in this endeavor to make sure that Mark and his vehicle made it back safely. The weekend ended a
bit differently from what we had planned, but it was a good outing.
Steve “Oggie” Ogden
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FEBRUARY 2012 OUTING
Saturday, February 25th
Arctic Dive & Wine and Cheese Tasting
Lake Murray Oklahoma
The annual Arctic Dive / Wine and Cheese Party outing, jointly supported and attended by the Diving Rebels
and the Scubadillos was held at the Marietta Landing campground in Lake Murray State Park in south central
Oklahoma on Saturday, February 25. We were blessed with beautiful, mild weather, lots of sunshine and no
rain, although it had rained sufficiently in previous weeks and months such that there was no measure of a burn
ban in effect this year. As was the case last year, between 50 and 60 Rebels, Dillos and guests attended.
A fair number of Rebels and Dillos ventured into the rather frigid aquatic environs of Lake Murray for some
diving. The known Rebel divers include Johnny Griffin, Keith Weber, John Richerson, Jim Magnuson, Sandra
and Scott Playle (although Sandra admits there were in the water for just a few minutes) along with Spencer and
his friend Kristen. Dillo divers included William Beaty, Bill Davidson and Chris.
I arrived at the campground with my normal, overloaded trailer of wood of varying size. A lot of folks joined in
to help unload the trailer and in no time we had a nice fire going with plenty of nearby piles of wood with which
to stoke the fire. As usual, I brought along a few friends – two soft and cuddly rabbits, three snakes and one
lizard – the famous blue-tongue skink. These critters were welcomed by some and shunned (at least the
reptiles) by others.
A silent auction was conducted with items donated by individuals from both clubs as well as from the
Scubadillo dive club. Collectively, a total $344 were raised, a moderate increase from last year. Of this total,
$255 was raised from the auction of a number of wetsuits and one BC that was donated by the Dillos. The
Dillos and the Rebels will equally share in this revenue.
Once again this year, those in attendance were treated to a very tasty pulled pork dinner that was prepared by
Elizabeth Neumann. In addition, there were many side items including a delicious cole slaw, also made by
Elizabeth.
After the meal, the entrants for the wine and cheese contest were called to prepare their entries. A stellar panel
of six judges adjudicated the wine and cheese completion. Six white wines, 11 red wines and 11 cheeses were
entered as contestants. After the judges had drunk their fill (they were still standing), the scores were totaled
and the winners announced. Connie Mitchell was the winner for the best red wine entry of a 2010 Ménage a
Trois, the same brand that won last year. Amanda Steinfeld of the Dillos won best white wine with her entry of
a 2009 Dutchman Family Winery Bianco. And the cheese that was selected as best was a Balsamic Bella
Vitano entered by Elizabeth Neumann – our cook also has good taste in cheese, as every judge gave this cheese
a “1”, the best score possible. Each of these folks received a $40 gift certificate for Scubatoys. And now to the
worst wine – this white wine received a “7”, the worst score possible, from four of the six judges (the other two
scores were “5” and “6”). The proud entrant of this nasty wine was our own beloved Michelle Estill with an
entry of Broken Wood Cricket Pitch (we suggested another word in place of pitch) that she bought for about $2.
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From reading the label of this wine, one would think it was an great award-winning wine. For her troubles and
subsequent embarrassment, Michelle received a $25 gift certificate to Scubatoys noting “regrets.”
During the afternoon and evening, we sold raffle tickets for drawings for several more Scubatoys gift
certificates and the grand prize of a two-for-one discount coupon for the Utopia Lodge resort on the island of
Utila, off the coast of Honduras. Over $150 was raised through the raffle and the Utopia Lodge winner was
William Beaty of the Scubadillos. William has attended the first two Rebel outings this year, so congrats to
William.
After the wine and cheese contest we settled down to relax around the bonfire. This year, we were able to keep
a rip-roaring fire going without the intrusion of “Ranger Rick” telling us to tone down the fire. By about 10
PM, most of us had retreated to our accommodations for the evening, although some continued to gather around
the fire until late into the night.
Those of us who spent the night in the campground were treated to an excellent breakfast of chorizo and eggs
prepared by Johnny Griffin. In contrast to last year, when we left many piles of fire wood untouched because of
the burn restrictions, this year we finished up burning the remainder of the wood in the morning.
Thanks to everyone who contributed to the success of this outing. It was a group effort regarding the planning
and organization and included Gena Natho, John Richerson, Elizabeth Neumann and Steve Ogden. And thanks
to all those who contributed food, silent auction items and entered the wine and cheese contest. Various
pictures of the outing follow and thanks to Connie for the pics. A big thanks also goes out to Joe from
Scubatoys for donating four $25 gift certificates.
Steve “Oggie” Ogden
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Johnny, Spencer and Kristen gearing up

Johnny and Keith ready to dive

Sandra preparing for her dip

Linda Magnuson stringing up the Rebel
banner

Elizabeth making final preparations for
the meal

Folks gathering ‘round the food tables in
anticipation

Chowing down

Wine contest judges toasting

Connie with her winning wine

Michelle with her nasty wine – is she
actually drinking it?

Cheese entries

A good bonfire
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!

Restaurant of the Month
Where: Up

'n Smoke BBQ

134 S Main St, Keller, TX 76248
(Off Hwy 377 between West Hill & West Taylor)
When: Friday, March 9th at 7:00 pm
Email: Connie at officemomma_2000@yahoo.com
or Kelly at kelldan2667@hotmail.com
Our next RofM adventure leads us to Keller for some good finger lickin’ good BBQ. Come and join us to sit, have a good meal
and just “chew the fat” over whatever topic comes up.
Each month Connie and I will come up with a place to meet and eat in various areas of the DFW Metroplex. We encourage you to
shoot us a place in your part of town that you would like to include and we may just do that. We know that North Texas is filled
with great places to sit, enjoy a good meal and maybe a drink or two.
Please note that this is voluntary and there will not be any sign up sheets at the meetings nor does it replace any of the Social
Outings that Michele Estill will bring to the club. However, we do ask that you email one of us if you can so we have a tentative
head count for the restaurant but you are not committing to anything financially. We must mention that this is NOT subsidized by
club funds so be sure to bring your wallet to pay for your meal.
Thank you,
Kelly Barentine, Treasurer
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February Restaurant of the Month
at
Swamp Daddy's
Another Friday night, what to do, what to do...sit at home and watch TV?....NO NO come join the Diving
Rebels as they encounter their second RofM. Some one said Sea Food... hum we can do that. So we picked a
local pub (Swamp Daddy's) and the adventure began.
Friday night, February 3rd, saw 22 Rebels meeting up for good food and friendship.
The evening began w about 15 members arriving to start the party. We ordered a few drinks as they set up a
couple more tables and then settled into a seat for some munchies..and more beer please.
A pool game was started by "Pool Shark" Mark Estill, Cory and Gail, while a few of us bad players filled in
the missing spots, one of our newest, youngest members jumped right in and allowed us all to help her learn
the sport of Pool, Thanks Shelly James for playing w us..
As the evening progressed more members arrived, food was ordered and silence ensued as it began to arrive.
MORE REBELS... Can you bring more tables please.. By the end of the night we had one whole side filled
with Rebels and friends, stories being told, drinks being downed, friendships strengthened and new friends
found.
We had a very Good waitress and the Manager was more then willing to let us take over his pub., now I
know this isn't the BEST Sea Food in town but it was a very very good RofM for the Diving Rebels. I
believe we have found a HIT for this Club, Kelly B... What do you Think?
Hey remember to shoot us an eating place where you live. We know that we have some members not in the
Arlington area... We would love to come your way.......HOLLER
Connie Mitchell
Historian
Jr. Board
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Remember to Support Our Great Diving Rebel Sponsors!
`
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